PROCUREMENT PROCEDURES UNDER THE PRIVATE FINANCE INITIATIVE: 
THE OPERATION OF THE NEW LEGAL FRAMEWORK

1. INTRODUCTION

The author is in the early stages of qualitative empirical research into the impact of the new competitive dialogue contract award procedure on procurement practice in the United Kingdom. The author is concerned to explore, using semi structured interviews, the way in which the new legal framework for competitive dialogue is applied in practice to complex projects in the UK, and actors’ perceptions of that framework. The research project will identify perceived positive aspects of the framework in facilitating best practice; perceived problems, including any legal uncertainty and constraints on best practice; strategies to conduct the process within the constraints; and the factors that influence compliance and the approach to legal risk.

The research is informed by socio legal theories on regulation and compliance. This conference paper will present a selection of the literature on regulatory compliance, using it to help us better understand possible factors which may be found to influence UK contracting authorities in their approach to competitive dialogue. The paper will begin with an introduction to competitive dialogue. It will be explained that there are a number of legal grey areas where it is not clear to what extent past practices for the procurement of complex contracts (notably projects procured under the UK’s Private Finance Initiative) in the UK may be continued. The paper will select one of the legal grey areas, namely the requirement for the submission of relatively complete final tenders, and will then proceed to discuss the literature on regulatory compliance with this key issue in mind.
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A number of studies have highlighted low levels of compliance with EU public procurement regulation.\(^1\) Despite the considerable amount of empirical research into regulatory compliance, however, there are surprisingly few empirical studies looking into the reasons behind the compliance behaviour of contracting authorities. Quantitative research carried out by Gelderman et al.\(^2\) is one of the few empirical studies into the factors motivating compliance/non-compliance with the Public Sector Directive 2004/18.\(^3\) This study analysed data from questionnaires complete by 147 purchasing professionals in the Dutch Ministry of Defence in order to ascertain which of the following factors were most influential when it came to compliance: (1) authorities’ familiarity with the rules, (2) the perceived inefficiency of the rules; (3) internal incentives established by the organisation to comply, and (4) the perceived resistance and readiness of suppliers to take action in cases of non-compliance.\(^4\) It was found that both familiarity with the rules and organisational incentives could be said to have a positive statistically significant impact on compliance.\(^5\) No significant impact could be established for the other dimensions. It is hoped that the findings from the qualitative interviews in the main research project will build upon the findings of Gelderman et al. providing an enhanced understanding of compliance with the public procurement rules.

Section Three of the conference paper will outline the classical economic deterrence models of compliance. For many years these were the dominant explanations of

\(^4\) Gelderman et al. (2006), n.2, pp.705-708.
\(^5\) Ibid, p.711.
regulatory compliance; however, it is now apparent that compliance behaviour is complex and multi-faceted. Later sections will therefore consider some alternative explanations of compliance, which compliment the classical deterrence models.

2. THE COMPETITIVE DIALOGUE PROCEDURE

The competitive dialogue procedure was introduced by the Public Sector Directive 2004/18 (Arts.1 and 29), and transposed into UK law by the Public Contracts Regulations 2006 (Reg.18). The new procedure supplements the existing framework of award procedures in the public sector rules, providing a procedure that is intended to be better suited to the needs of complex procurements.

Before January 2006, complex contracts had to be procured using the open or restricted procedures unless the limited grounds justifying use of the competitive negotiated procedure could be satisfied. The open and restricted procedures are highly transparent, but lack flexibility; for example, precise specifications must be drawn up at the outset of the procedure, tenders must be submitted in accordance with these specifications, and there is very little scope for dialogue between parties. Because of this, these procedures will generally not allow for the satisfactory procurement of many complex contracts. In complex procurements it is important if contracting authorities are to maximise value for money that they are able to work with the private sector as much as possible. Authorities may be unable to precisely determine the best way of meeting their needs without harnessing the skills and expertise of the private sector. For many types of complex contracts authorities want to have the freedom to set out their requirements in terms of outputs to be achieved, leaving it to the private sector bidders to develop innovative and efficient ways of meeting the output requirements.

---

The competitive negotiated procedure is a relatively unstructured procedure, which provides the flexibility sought for complex procurements, but lacks the transparency of the open and restricted procedures. Due to this, it can only be used in a limited set of circumstances. In the UK it became common practice for authorities to procure many complex projects (particularly PFI projects) using the competitive negotiated procedure despite this not in all cases being in compliance with the Commission’s strict interpretation of the law.78

The competitive dialogue procedure bridges the gap between the open and restricted procedure and the competitive negotiated procedure for complex contracts. According to the preamble to Directive 2004/18 competitive dialogue is “a flexible procedure ... which preserves not only competition ... but also the need for contracting authorities to discuss all aspects of the contract with each candidate”.9 The design of the competitive dialogue is heavily influenced by the UK experience of using the competitive negotiated procedure for PFI procurement.10 However, it is highlighted by commentators that the new procedure does not correspond in all respects to past UK practice, and that there are several legal grey areas in which it is not clear how far past practice may be continued.11 The present paper will consider one of the more controversial legal grey areas: the requirement for complete final tenders.

2.2. THE REQUIREMENT FOR COMPLETE FINAL TENDERS

---

A competitive dialogue procedure formally starts when the contracting authority concerned has the Commission publish a contract notice in the Official Journal of the EU (Reg.18(4)). The contracting authority may select between qualifying firms responding to the notice firms to invite to participate in dialogue (see Regs.18(10)-(18)). During the dialogue, the contracting authority may discuss all aspects of the contract with participants (Reg.18(21)). The dialogue should be continued until the contracting authority can identify the solution/s capable of meeting its needs (Reg.18(24)). At this point the contracting authority must formally declare the dialogue stage closed (Reg.18(25)).

When the dialogue stage is closed the contracting authority is required to hold a formal tendering stage in order to select the most economically advantageous tender (Reg.18(27)). There is no such express requirement for formal tenders in the competitive negotiated procedure, but it had been in the UK for authorities using the procedure to follow negotiations with a best and final offers stage in order to select a provisional winner (a "preferred bidder").

Final tenders in competitive dialogue must contain all elements required and necessary for the performance of the contract (Reg.18(25)(b)). Many consider this to be one of the major changes brought about. Under the competitive negotiated procedure it had been common for authorities to appoint a preferred bidder at a relatively early stage and then engage in substantial contractual negotiations with that one bidder. These negotiations were carried out under little competitive tension; however, it was considered commercially sensible as it meant that only one bidder needed to incur the

exceptionally high costs of pulling together the detail of the contract. Under the competitive dialogue, the extent to which such practices remain possible is curtailed. The requirement for complete final tenders will mean that competition is maintained until later in the process. It is intended that this will result in better value offers and speedier completion, but possible negative consequences have been foreseen.\textsuperscript{13} By requiring more than one bidder to prepare a bid up to a point near to financial close, it means that those bidders who are not subsequently successful will incur much higher bid costs than they would have done in the past. Firms may be reluctant to invest their resources into finalising the details of bids when they do not have the certainty of preferred bidder status. It is feared that this may make firms selective about the contracts they bid for and hence may impact negatively on competition. Furthermore, it may be that the competitive tendering phase is resulting in bidders being squeezed to their limits, resulting in problems further down the line.

Detailed due diligence by banks providing the funding for privately financed public contracts generally cannot be carried out until a preferred bidder has been identified. Banks are usually not prepared to incur the cost of this work until their client is the last one left in the process, and it is only at this stage that they will confirm the terms on which they are prepared to lend. The difficulty with this practice is that the detailed due diligence may give rise to issues, as is invariably the case in such complex transactions, that require the winning tender to be modified in certain ways otherwise the bank will not proceed (e.g. banks are often concerned to limit their exposure to risk). In the latter stages of a competitive dialogue banks are generally in a very strong position. Where a project is on the verge of financial close a bank’s demands are likely to carry great sway, as having invested considerable time and money an authority is likely to want to avoid

\textsuperscript{13} See, for example, Dzakula (2007), ibid.
any further delays, particularly if there is the threat of having to start the procedure from scratch.\textsuperscript{14}

There is some scope for leaving certain issues to be finalised once a preferred bidder has been selected. According to Reg.18(28) “... the [preferred bidder] may be asked to clarify aspects of the tender or confirm commitments contained in the tender provided this does not have the effect of modifying substantial aspect of the tender or the call for tender and does not risk distorting competition or causing discrimination”. The provision is not internally consistent. It begins by limiting discussions with a preferred bidder to clarifying and confirming commitments. This gives the impression that there is very little scope for actual changes. The second part of Reg.18(28), however, implies that certain changes are lawful provided they are not substantial. Unfortunately, a substantial modification is not defined.\textsuperscript{15}

The provision is open to both narrow interpretations (e.g. similar to the limited scope for negotiations in open and restricted procedures) and wide interpretations (e.g. similar to the wide scope for negotiations with preferred bidders in negotiated procedures, as recognised by the Commission in \textit{London Underground}).\textsuperscript{16} If the European Court of Justice does get the opportunity to rule upon the scope of Reg.18(28) it will be required to balance the objectives of fair competition and transparency against the commercial necessity in complex procurements for flexibility. It is hoped that the Court will interpret the provision with the complex procurements for which competitive dialogue was designed in mind. This is the approach taken in the Office of Government Commerce and HM Treasury 2008 Joint Guidance, which, although steering away from any definitive

\textsuperscript{14} The National Audit Office reports that tendering periods for all PFI deals with a capital value of over £20m that closed between 2004 and 2006 lasted an average of 34 months (National Audit Office, “Improving the PFI tendering process”, REPORT BY THE COMPTROLLER AND AUDITOR GENERAL, HC 149 Session 2006-2007 (8 March 2007) available at \texttt{www.nao.org.uk}, p.16.

\textsuperscript{15} Arrowsmith (2004), n.12, p.1289.

interpretation, recognises that it may be valid to resolve some issues when there is only one bidder left in the competition where it would be unduly burdensome to do otherwise.\(^{17}\) The Guidance also recognises that actual changes to a preferred bidder’s bid are inevitable in many complex procurements. It is suggested that where the reasons requiring changes to bids could not have been predicted or anticipated (e.g. changes imposed by banks late on in the process), and provided the situation could not have been avoided by better management, it would not be in anyone’s interests for a procurement to fail.

3. COMPLIANCE WITH REGULATION

It would be wrong for the drafters of the Public Sector Directive 2004/18 to assume that compliance with the new legal requirements is an inevitable consequence of their coming into existence.\(^{18}\) As Robert Baldwin emphasises: “[i]n virtually all fields of regulation and administration there are large numbers of rules that are regularly ignored or disobeyed. In spite of statutes, regulations and codes, rivers continue to be polluted, discrimination still takes place and many workplaces remain unsafe”.\(^{19}\) These claims, which are substantiated by numerous empirical studies,\(^{20}\) have led scholars to consider and


develop ideas as to why in many situations regulatory compliance is far from self evident.

Much of the literature on compliance discusses it from the standpoint of individual members of the public, e.g. compliance with the criminal law, or private corporations, e.g. compliance with environmental, tax, or equal opportunities obligations. For the purposes of this paper we are concerned by what factors motivate and influence UK public authorities to comply with the Public Contracts Regulations 2006. One must be cautious in relating the findings of these studies to the circumstances of public authorities who are not guided by the same profit seeking motives as private sector corporations; however, there remains a lot that can be learned and developed.

3.1 THE CLASSICAL DETERRENCE APPROACH

“Free market” economic explanations have traditionally dominated the literature on regulatory compliance. Under economic deterrence models contracting authorities will comply with the procurement rules where it is in their rational self interest to do so. Under the main deterrence theories, a contracting authority would be expected to base its decision of whether or not to comply with the procedural requirements of the Public Contracts Regulations 2006 in a given situation on the outcome of a cost benefit analysis. They will only comply where the expected detriment from non-compliance (e.g. financial loss from having to pay out damages, the costs involved in defending legal actions, delays to projects, and even negative publicity) exceed the expected benefits deriving from violation (e.g. cost savings).

---

Qualitative interviews carried out by Braun in 2001 revealed that public authorities usually weighed the benefits and risks arising from adopting certain procedural decisions in the form of a risk assessment. This led Braun to rely upon deterrence theories to understand UK contracting authorities’ legally risky PFI procurement practices. For example, Braun argues that the competitive negotiated procedure was often used, even where it was not clear that the derogations for its use were satisfied, because contracting authorities reaped significant benefits from the greater flexibility of the procedure in comparison to the alternative restricted procedure coupled with a perception amongst interviewees of a very low threat of successful legal challenge from either the Commission or aggrieved bidders. Braun concluded that, with regard to the essential procedural issue of the availability of the competitive negotiated procedure, the inadequacies of the regime for enforcing the procurement rules had undermined the impact of the law in the PFI context.

To remedy the above situation, a proponent of deterrence theories would say that in order to secure greater compliance with the procurement rules all that is required is to increase the probability of cases of non-compliance being apprehended and punished and/or increase the severity of punishments so that compliance with Directive 2004/18 becomes the economically rational response. In terms of enhancing our understanding of compliance, the interviews planned in the research project may be quite revealing, as some might argue that the system of remedies in EU procurement law has been strengthened so that this may now be said to have occurred. Firstly, a key change has been brought about by ECJ activism in Alcatel. The ECJ introduced a 10-day mandatory standstill period between contract award and conclusion. In the UK when a contract has been concluded it can no longer be set aside and therefore a claimant’s only remedy are ...

22 Braun (2003), n.7, p.595.
23 Ibid, P.595.
24 Ibid, P.596.
damages (notoriously difficult to establish). The standstill period is intended to prevent parties rushing to conclude contracts in order to limit available remedies. Secondly, the Community legislature\textsuperscript{27} has recently taken steps to strengthen the system of procurement remedies. In addition, the UK Courts are demonstrating an increasingly robust attitude toward the availability of remedies in procurement disputes.\textsuperscript{28} It is apparent that the courts are placing greater emphasis upon the requirement for procurement remedies to be “effective”.\textsuperscript{29,30} Aggrieved bidders may also be more inclined to bring challenges under the competitive dialogue because the procedure is more prescriptive and participation is potentially more expensive for them.

Certain scholars, notably Scholz, have expressed difficulties with understandings of compliance based solely upon economic deterrence models.\textsuperscript{31} This is primarily due to several assumptions upon which it is based, which much empirical research indicate rarely hold true in practice.\textsuperscript{32} Firstly, economic deterrence models are only valid where those being regulated are fully-informed rational utility maximisers. This free market economic conception is an ideal rarely encountered in reality. A more realistic conception is provided by behavioural economics, which emphasises the limited abilities of economic actors to achieve their desired goals recognising that they suffer from bounded rationality.\textsuperscript{33} It is noted that busy managers “have neither the time, capability, knowledge, nor information required to maximise corporate utility, but rather ‘satisfice’

\textsuperscript{29} Art.1(1) Public Sector Remedies Directive 2007/66/EC.
by choosing familiar alternatives that are good enough for the current situation”. In the words of Baldwin, rather than compliance being a deliberate financial choice, “[t]hose who are reasonably well disposed to comply with rules tend not to follow them because they do not know about them, because they are unwilling to find out about them or because they cannot or will not process the information necessary for compliance”. Further assumptions of deterrence models include that legislation unambiguously defines misbehaviour, legal punishment provides the primary incentive for regulatory compliance, and economic deterrence models also assume that enforcement agencies optimally detect and punish behaviour given available resources. How far these assumptions actually hold true in reality will be looked at in later sections.

3.2. REGULATORY DESIGN FAILURE

Economic deterrence theories struggle to explain non-compliance where it is not the result of a deliberate financial decision. It has become clear to scholars that the design of regulations can impact upon compliance levels.

Public procurement regulation, like many areas of administrative law, tends to be highly complex making it difficult for sometimes even experienced procurement officers in contracting authorities to understand what amounts to compliant behaviour. Arrowsmith states that EU procurement regulation is “difficult to understand and apply, not least because of its complexity, because of the poor drafting of EC legislation, and because of the creative role played by the Court of Justice, whose decisions are not always

34 Scholz (1997), n.31, p.256.
35 Baldwin (1990), n.19, p.329.
accessible or easy to understand”. In the case of complex procurements it can be difficult for procurement officers to build up expertise as the procurements are often one-offs. Regardless of the likelihood and severity of punishments for non-compliance, if those applying the law in practice cannot understand what amounts to compliant behaviour compliance may be problematic. In such circumstances it may be that compliance is best achieved through education raising skill levels.

Economic deterrence models rely on the assumption that legislation unambiguously defines misbehaviour. However, this is very often not the case particularly with regard to administrative law which unlike say criminal law is often concerned with the management rather than the absolute prohibition of activity. This leads to an inherent flexibility in the application and enforcement of many administrative provisions. In the context of UK procurement law, the situation is not helped by the fact that The Public Contracts Regulations 2006 essentially merely repeat the Directive’s rules. As a consequence, “ambiguous European rules have become equally ambiguous national rules”. Regulation 18(28), for example, is so vague and abstract that lawyers advising authorities on the legality of leaving contractual matters to be agreed after selecting a preferred bidder cannot do so in terms of compliant/non-compliant behaviour. It cannot be said with any certainty what amounts to compliant behaviour and therefore any matters left to be discussed until the preferred bidder has been identified carry an element of risk of legal challenge. Legal advisors can only acquaint authorities with the options open to them and the level of legal risk posed by each option.

Uncertainty over the correct interpretation of procedural requirements may lead to unintentional breaches of the law (e.g. due to authorities not knowing what compliant

38 Amodu (2008), n.18, p.1.
behaviour is) and also deliberate breaches, where actors interpret the rules so as to comply with the letter but not the spirit of the rules (e.g. creative compliance).\textsuperscript{40} It is further noted that lack of clarity can make effective policing of the rules problematic.\textsuperscript{41}

For example, aggrieved bidders considering legal action have a similar uncertainty. Also, aggrieved bidders may appreciate the commercial importance of a flexible reading of the rules and so not want to risk having the courts limiting this flexibility, which could be of benefit to them when competing for future contracts. It is important that the qualitative interviews planned in the research project explore the way in which regulated actors respond to uncertainties in the law, and the factors that influence this response.

The complexity and ambiguity of EU public procurement regulation may explain the key role Braun observed UK soft law to play in the development of common practices in PFI procurement before competitive dialogue.\textsuperscript{42} Braun’s empirical study revealed that authorities procuring PFI projects came to regard non-binding guidance from UK central government as authoritative interpretations of the law.\textsuperscript{43} This was found to the case even where the guidance was not compatible with the Commission’s strict interpretation of the law;\textsuperscript{44} for example, guidance encouraged the general practice of using the competitive negotiated procedure for PFI projects. Although in the past offering a more flexible interpretation of the EC procurement rules, UK guidance in relation to PFI procurement is now very much in line with Commission guidance.\textsuperscript{45} Thus, it will be interesting to see from the qualitative interviews in the current study how these changes in circumstances from when Braun conducted his research will impact upon authorities’ approach to interpretation and legal risk.

\textsuperscript{40} See Edelman et al., n.20, (1991).
\textsuperscript{41} Gordon et al. (1998), n.39, p.170.
\textsuperscript{42} Braun (2003), n.7, p.582.
\textsuperscript{44} See the Commission’s opinion in the Pimlico schools case (European Commission, (2000) Single Market News No.23 (Oct).
It is noted that compliance rates are lower when regulation does not fit well with existing market practices or is not supported by cultural norms and civic institutions.\textsuperscript{46} The competitive dialogue procedure is said to correspond closely to the practices adopted by UK contracting authorities for procuring complex projects under the competitive negotiated procedure.\textsuperscript{47} To the extent that this is the case compliance should not be problematic. Compliance is likely to be an issue, however, where major changes are required to existing practices, particularly where the commercial benefits of these changes are disputed. This may, for example, turn out to be the case with respect to the requirement for the submission of relatively complete final tenders in the competitive dialogue procedure. A 2005 Report by the OECD argues: "... sometimes the whole point of introducing regulation is to counter a market or cultural practice. However if regulation cuts across existing cultures and fails to build support through education, market incentives, or linkage with institutions of civil society, then it is unlikely to be effective at eliciting compliance".\textsuperscript{48} It follows therefore that compliance with the competitive dialogue procedure might be best achieved by educating contracting authorities and suppliers, for example, about the advantages of maintaining competitive tension until much later on in the process as they had previously been accustomed to.

It is noted further that competing government policies may be a factor behind poor compliance.\textsuperscript{49} In relation to the conduct of a competitive dialogue procedure, authorities must observe the rules, which promote equal treatment, transparency and competition, but also ensure that they obtain value for money from procurements, which they are under increasing pressure from central government to achieve. It is submitted that a rigid application of the rules may in certain circumstances conflict with an authority’s goal of value for money. For example, it is recognised that in complex procurements

\textsuperscript{46} OECD Report (2005), n.36, p.28.
\textsuperscript{47} OGC Guidance (January 2006), n.10, p.3.
\textsuperscript{48} OECD Report (2005), n.36, p.28.
\textsuperscript{49} Ibid, p.28.
extensive negotiations with bidders is often needed in order to get value for money; however, in competitive dialogue once dialogue is closed the opportunity for further negotiation is restricted. It is argued that it is these situations when there is the greatest risk of non-compliant (or at least legally risky) conduct.

3.3. ALTERNATIVE AND COMPLIMENTARY EXPLANATIONS

Deterrence models fail to account for findings in many regulatory contexts of relatively high levels of legal compliance even when the threat of legal enforcement and legal sanctions appears to be remote,\textsuperscript{50} and also situations of over-compliance.\textsuperscript{51} For this reason scholars have sought to explain the reasons for regulatory compliance in terms other than fear of sanctioning or punishment. It is apparent from contributions by psychologists and sociologists that, whilst deterrence ideas are an important part of the design of any regulatory system, on their own they do not adequately explain compliance.\textsuperscript{52} According to these contributions, other factors such as an actor’s moral and social values and opinions on the legitimacy of regulations will play a part in compliance.

It is argued that a regulated actor’s normative values may lead to voluntary compliance with regulations, irrespective of whether it is costly for them to do so.\textsuperscript{53} The reason for this is that individuals make choices for a wide variety of reasons, and not just because of the economic utility they derive: “they choose to do things out of a sense of duty,

\textsuperscript{50} Thornton et al. (2005), n.20, p.264.
\textsuperscript{51} Kagan et al. (2003), n.20, p.52.
altruism, or because they have been taught to do a job in a particular way”.\textsuperscript{54} Thornton et al. similarly emphasise the importance of norms on compliance, stating that “... in democratic societies with a strong rule of law tradition, most business managers have ‘internalised’ (or agree with) the social norms that under-gird many regulatory rules”.\textsuperscript{55}

Taylor distinguishes between two types of so called “internalised obligation” (i.e. normative factors).\textsuperscript{56} First, regulated actors may comply with the law because they view the legal authority they are dealing with as having a legitimate right to dictate their behaviour.\textsuperscript{57} Certain theories in sociology and psychology argue that legitimacy depends in a large part on the legal authority’s ability to provide favourable outcomes.\textsuperscript{58} Sutinen & Kuperan state that “people perceive as legitimate and obey the institutions that produce positive outcomes for them”.\textsuperscript{59} One of the difficulties for the EU procurement rules is that the benefits of regulated procurement are predominantly macroeconomic in nature (i.e. the opening up of domestic procurement markets and the re-structuring of national industries), and have no obvious direct benefits for an authority on individual procurements.\textsuperscript{60}

The second type of internalised obligation relates to the regulated actor’s desire to behave in accordance with personal moral standards. The greater the degree to which personal moral values are interlined with the regulatory requirement, the greater the chance of voluntary compliance. The difficulty for regulators in securing compliance with administrative rules may in part be down to the fact that, unlike criminal law for

\textsuperscript{55} Thornton et al., n.20, (2005), p.264.
\textsuperscript{56} Tyler (1990), n.52, p.25.
\textsuperscript{57} Perhaps the lack of democratic legitimacy of the EU or even fundamental political disagreement with the EU is a contributing factor to any lack of respect shown by some UK contracting authorities to the procurement rules.
\textsuperscript{58} Sutinen & Kuperan, n.52, p.6 of 14.
\textsuperscript{59} Ibid, p.6 of 14.
\textsuperscript{60} See Braun (2001), n.7, pp.325-326.
example, they have no basis in what is usually referred to as “unwritten law”. As Snellenberg & Peppel explain: “[n]orms in administrative law were first established by the law itself. Even worthy ideals and objectives must first become part of the legal consciousness before compliance itself becomes natural”. Kagan & Scholz add that arbitrary or unreasonable burdens imposed by regulation (such as excessive compliance costs) may lead certain actors who are generally disposed to obey the law to adopt a strategy of selective non-compliance.

Compliance with the EU procurement rules therefore depends upon contracting authorities accepting them as behavioural norms. Authorities in the UK might be expected to be primarily concerned with getting value for money from procurement. By requiring open and competitive tendering procedures for the award of public contracts the EU procurement rules are likely to contribute to this aim in many situations. However, in complex procurements there is often a need for a flexible approach if value for money is to be achieved. It is in these cases that a rigid EU requirement emphasising transparency and competition can stand in the way of efficient procurement and prevent a contracting authority from obtaining value for money for the benefit of taxpayers. To the extent that the competitive dialogue procedure matches best procurement practice in complex procurements in the long run compliance should be high. Contracting authorities will have no need to take on any legal risk. However, where the legal requirements are perceived by authorities as disproportionate or unfair compliant behaviour is less guaranteed.

Social environmental influences may also have an impact on the internalisation of behavioural norms. For instance, the opinions of peers (other similar contracting authorities) on the acceptability of legally risky practices are likely to influence

---

61 Snellenberg & Peppel (2002), n.18, p.131.
63 Kagan & Scholz (1984), n.52, p.75.
64 See Sutinen & Kuperan (1999), n.52, p.4 of 14.
behaviour. According to Sutinen & Kuperan, the available evidence indicates that “a given individual is more non-compliant the more his community and peer groups are non-compliant”.

It is noted further that the effectiveness of new regulation can also be down to psychological factors. For example, one of these factors is a dislike of change, i.e. the belief that familiar ways of operating are safe and new ways are risky. It may be that this is one of the factors behind any negativity towards the competitive dialogue procedure which may be revealed by the qualitative interviews in this study. If so, it is submitted that in time, as authorities get more accustomed to the procedure, it may found that any teething problems iron themselves out.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The paper has looked into the compliance of contracting authorities with the recently introduced competitive dialogue procedure. It is apparent that compliance behaviour is multifaceted, and, in the context of public procurement, needs to be explored in greater depth. The qualitative interviews planned as part of the research project aim, in part, to shed light on the factors influencing contracting authorities in their approach to compliance and legal risk.

---
